
Hairstylist
Goodluck!

1. For the least amount of volume in a roller set use the

A Off basemethod B On basemethod

C Half basemethod D Open endmethod

2. During a retouch procedure, applymixture to:

A entire hair structure B faded area only

C base (regrowth) area only D ends only

3. You are covering the gray hair in your client's
salt-and-pepper hair. You should select a shade that
is

A the same as the natural shade B darker than the natural dark hair

C lighter than the natural shade D a blend of the natural shade and the gray
tone

4. When combing out a newly set wig, you should
use a

A natural bristle brush B wire bristle brush

C narrow-tooth comb D wide-tooth comb

5. Good posturemeans that your spine should be

A swayed from back to front B bent

C straight D curved

6. A caustic substance used for the temporary removal of superfluous hair at the skin level is called
which of the following?

A electric tweezers B a cold wax

C a photoepilation D a depilatory
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7. Todd's client's hair is short. His client wants a perm. Todd needs to figure out if his client's hair is
long enough tomake a complete curl. Tomake a complete curl during a permanent wave service,
the hairmust wrap around the tool howmany times?

A 1.5 times B 2.0 times

C 2.5 times D 1.0 times

8. All of the following are examples of conditioning
agents added to shampoos EXCEPT

A citric acid B biotin

C oleyl alcohol D protein

9. Which of the following sculpting tools is used to create a clean blunt edge:?

A taper shears B clippers

C razor D shears

10. After dividing the hair into sections, the next
step in haircutting is to

A cut the hair in section 1 B divide section 5 into two equal parts and
blunt
cut

C decide on the length of the nape guideline
hair

D blunt cut sections 2 and 3

11. People with lighter colored hair havemelanin in the:

A cuticle and cortex B cuticle only

C medulla only D cortex only

12. To apply fusion extensions you commonly use heat, but it does not cause toomuch damage to the
hair.

A False B True

13. When performing the slicing technique on the surface of the haircut, it is best to work on:

A Soapy hair B Damp hair

C Wet hair D Dry hair
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1002. Clippers:

A Aremainly used to remove bulk from the
hair

B Aremainly used when creating long
haircuts

C Must never be used without a guard D May be used with guards of various
lengths

1003. When cutting hair, it is important to always use __ tension.

A Minimum B Consistant

C Maximum D Moderate

1004. In a salon, commercial disinfectants, such as
Lysol or Pine-Sol, are used to

A sterilize instruments and tools B launder gowns

C wash hands D clean floors and countertops

1005. You can cut different styles of layers to suit different face shapes.

A False B True

1006. Pin curls used to achieve height in the hair design are

A Ridge curls B Skip waves

C Carved curls D Cascade curls

1007. A quick way to analyze a face shape is to determine if it is:

A Narrow or long B Wide or long

C Wide or narrow D Long or short

1008. Moisturizing creams work by

A forcingmoisture to enter the skin through
a
chemical reaction

B creating a barrier that lets the skin's
natural
fluids accumulate

C bondingwith the skin's natural oil and
moisture

D stimulating the skin to produce additional
moisture
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1009. Themost courteous, effective way to dealwith client complaints about a salon service is to

A listen to the client's whole story, and then
suggest a solution

B tell the client that no one has ever had
that
problem before

C agree with everything the client says at all
times

D tell the client that she should use another
salon in the future

1010. Maintaining ongoing hair color services and consistent chemical results can be achieved by:

A using overtones when consulting clients B keeping accurate records

C leaving obligations unfulfilled D overbooking clients

1011. The primary colors are

A red, brown, and yellow B red, blue, and green

C blue, red, and yellow D green, purple, and orange
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